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THE LWI WORK EXPERIENCE  INTERNSHIP PROGRAMME WEIP. 

Due to its versatile and ever busy nature, the LiveWell Initiative LWII bustles with work all the 

time. There is so much to do and yet few hands are available to do all that there is to be done. As 

a result, LWI has a lot of ethically collected biodata and a lot of interesting work available for the 

discerning and mature mind. Apart from the organisation’s internship programme which is 

designed for Student rotations and exchange programmes at the undergraduate and 

postgraduate levels; the LWI Work Experience  Internship Programme has evolved to fill social 

need gaps in the managerial and entepreneural spheres where cross-cultural exposures in the 

workplace can cumulatively add value to innovative practices.  

For Whom?  

The LWI Work Experience Internship Programme is designed to help four categories of 

Managers  from around the world namely:  

- Managers with work experience who wish to have some work experience in Africa 

especially in the areas of  Medicine, Pharmacy, Public Health,  Journalism, Research, 

Marketing, Administration, Human Resources, Social Sciences  or Social Entrepreneurship 

- The Nigerian Diaspora Manager who wishes to gradually integrate back into the 

country by having some work exposure 

- Researchers who wish to understand the health, culture and practices of our people 

- Healthcare Professionals, Social Scientists, Practitioners in the various Sciences, 

Leaders, Managers, Key Opinion Leaders, Entrepreneurs and High Flying Executives 

who wish to ‘Mystery Shop’ for  diaspora work experience in Africa or who wish to 

support an emerging  self-sustaining nonprofit  social enterprise like LWI 

Requirements: 

- The WEIP Programme will admit participants for a period of not less than 4 months and 

not more than 18 months 

- The Application process involves the submission of an updated resume and a letter of 

Reference to CEO, LiveWell Initiative LWI at  info@livewellng.org or,  

training@livewellng.org   stating the objectives and proposed duration of  the WEIP 

- WEIP Participants will be advised on accommodation and transportation options. Proof of 

accommodation will be essential to the commencement of the programme. Where 

requested, LWI can arrange for accommodation only, at a fee. 

- A pre-departure pack will be sent to all WEIP Candidates to study prior to leaving their 

home countries. 

- Upon arrival, the first week will be spent on Orientation and Induction into the LWI 

Culture 

- Managers living within or outside Nigeria are eligible for the WEIP 
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- As a Social Enterprise, Fees are payable to LiveWell Initiative LWI for its Services and for 

the implements which will be provided during the WEIP 

- A fee of $2,500 is payable for a period of 4-6 months; $4,500 for a period of 7-12 months 

and a fee of $7,500  is payable for 13-18 months 

- No Salaries or Allowances will be paid to WEIP Candidates during the programme. 

However, occasional lunch will be provided at external programmes. 

CONTENT: 

- The WEIP  Candidate shall be entitled to a work station namely one laptop, and, access to 

work tools, information and staffers with an assistant who shall be deployed to  work 

with such an WEIP Candidate in accordance with organisational line  and staff reporting   

- The WEIP  Candidate shall be allowed to run a full office and will have full active 

participation in Departmental and Organisational activities, programmes and outings 

- Shall be opportuned to mingle with the larger society and with LWI Corporate Clients, 

and  Communities 

- Shall engage in at least one Factory  Tour or Short External Posting to one of LWI 

Corporate Clients  

- Shall be involved in Community Work, Community Health Outreaches and Campaigns 

- Shall be expected to run a Capstone Project during the WEIP, which shall be presented , 

and submitted both in soft and hard copy format prior to departure from the organisation 

Terms and Conditions: 

Full payment of fees are required prior to commencement of the WEIP Programme.  
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